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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to manage a large catalog of items from various external sellers. The administrator needs to
determine if the items should be identified as minimally dangerous, dangerous, or highly dangerous based on their
textual descriptions. The administrator already has some items with the danger attribute, but receives hundreds of new
item descriptions every day without such classification. 

The administrator has a system that captures dangerous goods reports from customer support team or from user
feedback. 

What is a cost-effective architecture to solve this issue? 

A. Build a set of regular expression rules that are based on the existing examples, and run them on the DynamoDB
Streams as every new item description is added to the system. 

B. Build a Kinesis Streams process that captures and marks the relevant items in the dangerous goods reports using a
Lambda function once more than two reports have been filed. 

C. Build a machine learning model to properly classify dangerous goods and run it on the DynamoDB Streams as every
new item description is added to the system. 

D. Build a machine learning model with binary classification for dangerous goods and run it on the DynamoDB Streams
as every new item description is added to the system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An online photo album app has a key design feature to support multiple screens (e.g. desktop, mobile phone, and
tablet) with high quality displays. Multiple versions of the image must be saved in different resolutions and layouts. 

The image processing Java program takes an average of five seconds per upload, depending on the image size and
format. Each image upload captures the following image metadata: user, album, photo label, upload timestamp 

The app should support the following requirements: 

1.

 Hundreds of user image uploads per second 

2.

 Maximum image metadata size of 10 MB 

3.

 Maximum image metadata size of 1 KB 

4.

 Image displayed in optimized resolution in all supported screens no later than one minute after image upload 

Which strategy should be used to meet these requirements? 
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A. Write images and metadata to Amazon Kinesis, Use a Kinesis Client Library (KCL) application to run the image
processing and save the image output to Amazon S3 and metadata to the app repository DB 

B. Write image and metadata RDS with BLOB data type. Use AWS Data Pipeline to run the image processing and save
the image output to Amazon S3 and metadata to the app repository DB 

C. Upload image with metadata to Amazon S3 use Lambda function to run the image processing and save the image
output to Amazon S3 and metadata to the app repository DB 

D. Write image and metadata to Amazon kinesis. Use Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) with Spark Streaming to run
image processing and save image output to Amazon 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization has added a clickstream to their website to analyze traffic. The website is sending each page request
with the PutRecord API call to an Amazon Kinesis stream by using the page name as the partition key. During peak
spikes in website traffic, a support engineer notices many ProvisionedThroughputExcededException events in the
application logs. 

What should be done to resolve the issue in the MOST cost-effective way? 

A. Create multiple Amazon Kinesis streams for page requests to increase the concurrency of the clickstream. 

B. Increase the number of shards on the Kinesis stream to allow for more throughput to meet the peak spikes in traffic. 

C. Modify the application to use on the Kinesis Producer Library to aggregate requests before sending them to the
Kinesis stream. 

D. Attach more consumers to the Kinesis stream to process records in parallel, improving the performance on the
stream. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 4

Is there a method in the IAM system to allow or deny access to a specific instance? 

A. Only for VPC based instances 

B. Yes 

C. No 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5
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Typically, you want your application to check whether a request generated an error before you spend any time
processing results. The easiest way to find out if an error occurred is to look for an __________ node in the response
from the Amazon RDS API. 

A. Incorrect 

B. Error 

C. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 
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